HO Auto-Max Auto Carrier
Arkansas & Oklahoma

Announced 02.28.20
Orders Due: 03.27.20
ETA: February 2021

ATH96173  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, AOK #501509
ATH96174  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, AOK #501529
ATH96175  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, AOK #501555

ATH96176  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, BNSF #314006
ATH96177  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, BNSF #314021
ATH96178  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, BNSF #314030

$69.98 SRP - Individual
**HO Auto-Max Auto Carrier**

**CSX**

ATH96179  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CSXT #600001
ATH96180  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CSXT #600012
ATH96181  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CSXT #600019

**Ferromex**

ATH96182  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, FXE #518006
ATH96183  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, FXE #518020
ATH96184  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, FXE #518033

**Kansas City Southern**

ATH96185  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, KCS #8104
ATH96186  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, KCS #8128
ATH96187  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, KCS #8140

**Union Pacific**

ATH96188  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CMO #800003
ATH96189  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CMO #800022
ATH96190  HO RTR Auto-Max Auto Carrier, CMO #800064

**All Road Names**

**PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:**

In 1999, Gunderson began production of the Auto-Max articulated auto rack car. This unique car can carry 22 SUVs on three sets of internal ramps. Measuring over 140’ long and 20’ tall from the railhead, the Auto-Max pushes the operational and clearance limits of the railroad industry.

**MODEL FEATURES:**

- Three road numbers
- Separately applied ladders, brake rigging, stirrups, and handbrake details
- Simulated corrugate roof
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
- 33” Machined metal wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Full articulation with flexible diaphragm
- Safety striping
- 70 ton roller bearing truck
- Accurately painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Replacement parts available
- Minimum radius: 22”

$69.98  SRP - Individual

* Union Pacific Licensed Product